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Abstract

Introduction: High-performing biomarkers measuring the vascular contributions to

cognitive impairment and dementia are lacking.

Methods: Using a multi-site observational cohort study design, we examined the

diagnostic accuracy of plasma placental growth factor (PlGF) within the MarkVCID

Consortium (n = 335; CDR 0-1). Subjects underwent clinical evaluation, cognitive

testing, MRI, and blood sampling as defined by Consortium protocols.

Results: In the prospective population of 335 subjects (72.2 ± 7.8 years of age, 49.3%

female), plasma PlGF (pg/mL) shows an ordinal odds ratio (OR) of 1.16 (1.07-1.25;

P = .0003) for increasing Fazekas score and ordinal OR of 1.22 (1.14-1.32; P < .0001)

for functional cognitive impairment measured by the Clinical Dementia Rating scale.

We achieved the primary study outcome of a site-independent association of plasma
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PlGF (pg/mL) with white matter injury and cognitive impairment in two of three study

cohorts. Secondary outcomes using the full MarkVCID cohort demonstrated that

plasma PlGF can significantly discriminate individuals with Fazekas≥ 2 and CDR= 0.5

(area under the curve [AUC] = 0.74) and CDR = 1 (AUC = 0.89) from individuals with

CDR= 0.

Discussion: Plasma PlGF measured by standardized immunoassay functions as a sta-

ble, reliable, diagnostic biomarker for cognitive impairment associatedwith substantial

white matter burden.

KEYWORDS

biomarker, diagnosis, placental growth factor, vascular cognitive impairment

1 INTRODUCTION

Cerebral small vessel disease is a common, progressive endothe-

liopathy that is now recognized to be a significant driver of cogni-

tive impairment and dementia. Chronic injury to cerebral arterioles,

capillaries, and venules ultimately results in a myriad cascade of

blood-brain barrier leakage, cortical and subcortical microinfarction,

and delayed neurodegeneration.1,2 These vascular contributions to

cognitive impairment and dementia (VCID) develop in parallel with

traditional pathologies associated with Alzheimer’s disease (AD), con-

founding the ability to identify causative pathologies in individual

cases. The identification of reproducible biomarkers that precisely

characterize the presence and progression of VCID, particularly in

its early stages, are crucial to: (1) risk stratify patients based on the

predominant disease pathology, (2) demonstrate target engagement

or mechanism of action for candidate interventions, and (3) monitor

disease progression.1,3

Cerebral small vessel disease constitutes a major cerebrovascular

pathology leading to VCID4 and involves progressive dysfunction of

brain endothelial cells and altered signaling in mural cells.5,6 Because

chronic cerebral hypoperfusion is a robust stimulus for angiogenesis,

failure of pro-angiogenic signaling may be a central feature of aging

and thus VCID.7 Placental growth factor (PlGF), amember of theVEGF

(vascular endothelial growth factor) family that signals through the

Flt-1 receptor, is known to drive increased tissue vascularization and

regulate vascular permeability.8,9 Although its action within the brain

is not fully understood, it is required for proper development of the

cerebral circulation, is responsive to cerebral ischemia,10 and therefore

may serve as an excellent biomarker of endotheliopathy.

The MarkVCID Consortium was established in 2016 with the goal

of developing and validating fluid- and imaging-based biomarkers for

cerebral small vessel disease encapsulated by VCID.11,12 As such, the

Consortium identified 11 candidate biomarker “kits” alongside a range

of harmonized procedures and protocols that defined parameters

for participant enrollment, clinical and cognitive evaluation, collect-

ing and handling of fluid samples, acquisition of neuroimaging, and

pre-specified statistical analyses in alignment with the STARDdem

Initiative.13 Of these biomarker kits, fluid-based biomarkers could be

particularly useful for assessing VCID because of their relative ease of

use both during the prodromal and progressive phases of disease.14

The MarkVCID Plasma Endothelial Signaling Kit includes PlGF as well

as other angiogenic signaling molecules and is proposed as a suscepti-

bility/risk biomarker for VCID. Although longitudinal data are needed

to determine the ability of this biomarker tomeasure future VCID risk,

continues to be collected, hereinwe present the initial findings focused

on the diagnostic value of PlGF and demonstrate its performance

in a multi-site study of reliability and validity as a robust diagnostic

biomarker for VCID.15

2 METHODS

2.1 Design and oversight

The Plasma Endothelial Signaling Kit was selected for biomarker

validation by the MarkVCID Consortium Steering Committee. Pre-

specified hypothesis, study design, target per-site enrollment, and

analytic plan for the evaluation of the kit as a susceptibility biomarker

were detailed and approved by the MarkVCID Fluid Biomarker Sub-

committee. After data collection, the plan to examine plasma PlGF

as a diagnostic biomarker was presented and approved by the Fluid

Biomarker Subcommittee. The MarkVCID Coordinating Center pro-

vided oversight of the analytic performance of the Plasma Endothelial

Signaling Kit.11

2.2 Participants

The MarkVCID consortium was designed to validate candidate

biomarkers for cerebral small vessel diseases across multiple sites and

multiple types of participant cohorts ranging across cognitive statuses

(normal, mild cognitive impairment, and dementia), vascular risk factor

exposures, race/ethnic groups, and recruitment sources (clinic, com-

munity, or population-based). The inclusion and exclusion criteria for
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RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: The authors reviewed the literature

using traditional sources including PubMed and meet-

ing abstracts. There are multiple suggested circulating

biomarkers associated with cerebral small vessel disease

and critical related studies are appropriately cited. Few

diagnostic biomarkers are associated with vascular cog-

nitive impairment using a rigorous study design and none

have implicated angiogenesis as a contributor to vascular

cognitive impairment.

2. Interpretation: Plasma placental growth factor (PlGF)

can function as a stable, reliable, and accurate diagnos-

tic tool to identify individuals with vascular contributions

to cognitive impairment and dementia with increasing

accuracy across the progressive stages of vascular brain

injury.

3. Future directions: Plasma PlGFmay be considered a use-

ful adjunct in evaluating subjects with suspected vascular

cognitive impairment and/or dementia. Additional study

is needed to determine the ability of plasma PlGF to

prospectively predict future cognitive decline.

each subject cohort have been reported previously.11 Across the five

participating sites outlined in Figure 1, aggregate inclusion criteria

were subjects >40 years old with varying degrees of cognitive impair-

ment including cognitively normal to demented individuals with or

without vascular risk factors. All participating site protocols, includ-

ing the MarkVCID template consent language, were approved by site

institutional review boards. Participants were enrolled between July

2016 andDecember 2020.

2.3 Cognitive evaluation and executive
dysfunction measurement

All subjects participated in completion of theUniformData Set version

3 (UDS3).16 Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) scale scores were used as

the reference standard for cognitive impairment based on its utility as

a validated functional measure of cognitive dysfunction.17 CDR scores

were determined using established informant-based assessment by

trained raters at the time of the cognitive testing. A composite mea-

sure of executive function was generated from UDS3 responses using

item-response theory as reported previously.18

2.4 MRI imaging

All participating subjects underwent a 3T MRI scan on either Siemens

Prisma or Phillips Achieva scanners using previously reported acqui-

sition protocols.19 The inter-scanner reproducibility and inter-rater

reliability of measurement have been reported previously.20 Fazekas

scoring21 was performed on all subjects by trained raters and selected

as the reference standard for white matter injury given its scor-

ing validity. Volumetric measurement of white matter intensities was

performed as described.22

2.5 Blood sample collection and analytic sites

In all subjects, blood sample collectionwas performedwithin 3months

of cognitive and imaging assessments. Blood collection followed

standardized consortium protocol available online. Briefly, plasma

samples were collected in EDTA collection tubes (BD Biosciences

#366643), processed for plasma collection within 2 hours of collec-

tion, aliquoted into barcoded cryovials (DWK #W985874), and frozen.

Frozen aliquots were shipped following consortium protocol and only

thawed for analysis. Plasma sample analysis was performed at five

independent analytic labs after completion of a 10 biosample protocol

training validation step with a benchmark of 90% technical coeffi-

cient of variance (CoV) <15%. Test-retest sampling was performed in

a subset of subjects at three enrollment sites. Fasting and non-fasting

samples were generated by theMarkVCIDCoordinating Center.

2.6 Plasma PlGF measurement

Plasma placental growth factor (PlGF) levels were measured in tech-

nical triplicate using the MesoScale Discovery V-PLEX Angiogenesis

Panel 1 Human Kit (K15190D). In this V-PLEX kit, the lower limit of

detection of PlGF is 0.21 pg/mL. Manufacturer protocol was followed

with two modifications including a pre-analytic centrifugation step at

2000 rpm for 3 minutes and an overnight incubation during the initial

analyte-spot binding step. Mean signal values were measured on the

MESOQuickplex SQ120 orMESOSector 600 device and converted to

pg/mL using a per-plate standard curve. During reliability testing, cross

validation of plasma sample performance at different analytic siteswas

measured as well as stability over time and the effect of fasting. Addi-

tional protocol details are available atmarkvcid.partners.org and in the

supplemental information.

2.7 Data handling

During both the reliability and biologic validation phases of the

biomarker kit testing, run dates, V-PLEX Kit lot numbers, protocol

deviations, and rawdataoutputwere collectedby theMarkVCIDCoor-

dinating Center using an electronic web interface. Raw data files were

transferred to the central analytic lab (UCLA) for quality control review

and batch analysis. Samples with a CoV >15% were excluded from

analysis. Demographic, imaging, and cognitive variables for enrolled

subjects were managed by the Coordinating Center and distributed

for the final statistical analysis after the collection of all PlGF values.
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4 HINMAN ET AL.

F IGURE 1 MarkVCID endothelial signaling kit study design. Consortium sites with enrolled subjects for endothelial signaling biomarker kit
development. Random re-sampling resulted in three independent cohorts with a holdout cohort for validation. After measurement of plasma PlGF
(pg/mL), intent to analyze cohorts were reduced if sample CoV> 15%. Independent analytic cohorts were used to determine primary and
secondary cognitive and imaging study outcomes. UTSCSA=University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio; UKY=University of
Kentucky; UCSF=University of California San Francisco; UNM=University of NewMexico; JHU= Johns Hopkins University. * Analytic site
information available in eTable 2. Parentheses= subject number.

Subjects with missing data for volumetric white matter hyperintensity

measurement or UDS3-EF scoring were excluded from the analysis.

2.8 Statistical analysis

To determine assay reliability across analytic labs, the intra-class cor-

relation coefficient value was determined using the C-1 consistency

method.23 Power estimations suggested that an n = 40 would be

sufficient to determine an intraclass correlation (ICC) ≥ 0.82. Due

to the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, enrollment

was below the pre-specified enrolling site cohort n of 96. There-

fore, we assessed reliability through stratified random re-sampling of

the full cohort into three equal cohorts balanced for sex and CDR,

with the residual subjects used as a holdout cohort. The association

of unadjusted plasma PlGF values (pg/mL) with Fazekas and CDR in

each cohort was determined using an age- and sex-adjusted ordi-

nal logistic regression model. The association of unadjusted plasma

PlGF (pg/mL) values with log-adjusted volumetric white matter hyper-

intensities and UDS3-EF scores was determined using an age- and

sex-adjusted linear regression model. To determine diagnostic accu-

racy, receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves were generated

using multiple logistic regression analysis after combining subject data

into distinct disease categories: normal (CDR = 0, Fazekas < 2), white

matter injury only (CDR= 0, Fazekas≥ 2), or vascular cognitive impair-

ment (CDR > 0, Fazekas ≥ 2). Similar categories were generated

using tertiles of UDS3-EF and log-adjusted volumetric white matter

hyperintensity measurement. Re-sampling was performed using pan-

das 1.3.4 and sci-kit learn 0.24.2 libraries in Python. Other analyses

were performed usingMatlab, Prism, and Stata software packages.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Characteristics of plasma PlGF as a VCID
biomarker

Areliablediagnostic biomarker forVCIDwill have several core features

including analytic reliability, temporal stability, and minimal contribu-

tion of confounding effects such as fasting status. Analytic reliability

of plasma PlGF was established using a 40 subject reliability cohort

within MarkVCID that included 10 subjects derived from each of four

analytic sites. Consistent with the intended enrollment demograph-

ics of VCID subjects, this cohort is enriched for white matter injury

(median Fazekas = 3) and mild cognitive impairment (median CDR-

sum = 1.5) (eTable 1). Plasma PlGF values in four separate plasma

specimen aliquots from each subject were measured at each analytic

lab. Mean CoV across sites was 6.63% ± 3.99% (eTable 2). Within the
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HINMAN ET AL. 5

TABLE 1 Baseline demographics and features of eachMarkVCIDCohort.

Cohort 1

(n= 95)

Cohort 2

(n= 96)

Cohort 3

(n= 97)

Combined Cohort

(n= 335)

Demographic characteristics

Age in years (SD) 71.7 (8.2) 72.5 (6.8) 71.8 (8.5) 72.2 (7.8)

Sex (% female) 49.5% 49.0% 49.5% 49.3%

Vascular risk factors

Hypertension (%) 47.4% 46.9% 52.6% 48.7%

Diabetes (%) 17.9% 27.1% 17.5% 21.5%

Hyperlipidemia (%) 49.5% 53.1% 63.9% 53.7%

H/o stroke (%) 8.4% 8.3% 7.2% 7.8%

Plasma biomarker

Median plasma PlGF (pg/mL) [IQR] 8.71 [6.61–10.0] 8.06 [6.92–10.8] 8.46 [7.10–10.1] 8.31 [6.77–10.1]

Study outcome variables

Median CDRg (IQR) 0 (0–0.5) 0 (0–0.5) 0 (0–0.5) 0 (0–0.5)

Median CDRsum (IQR) 0.5 (0–1) 0 (0–0.5) 0 (0–1) 0 (0–1)

Median Fazekas (IQR) 3 (1–3) 3 (2–3) 2 (1–3) 3 (2–3)

Mean LogWMH (IQR) 0.71 (-0.21 to 1.61) 1.38 (0.57–2.28) 1.20 (0.08–2.29) 1.12 (0.13–2.17)

MeanUDS3-EF (IQR) −0.45 (-1.03 to 0.17) −0.54 (-1.07 to 0.05) −0.31 (-0.75 to 0.22) −0.43 (-0.94 to 0.19)

Abbreviations: CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating scale; CDRg, CDR global; IQR, interquartile range; LogWMH, log-adjusted volumetric white matter

hyperintensity measurement; PlGF, placental growth factor; UDS3-EF, UniformData Set 3 – Executive Function score.

reliability cohort, plasma PlGF values showed excellent concordance

across sites (eFigure 1), confirmed using an ICC analysis (r = 0.83,

P = .002). Within subject, test-retest plasma PlGF values were sta-

ble over time (eFigure 2). ICC analysis of plasma PlGF values over

time demonstrated stability across both two blood draws (r = 0.93,

P = 4.3 × 10−6) and three blood draws (r = 0.91, P = 9.7 × 10−4).

Similarly, no significant effect of fasting on plasma PlGF values was

observed (fasting 2.99 ± 1.05 vs non-fasting 2.93 ± 0.82, n = 10,

P= .88) (eFigure 3). No subjects experienced any adverse events in the

performance of the blood sampling, cognitive testing, or imaging.

3.2 Plasma PlGF as a candidate VCID biomarker

To test the validity of plasma PlGF as a blood-based diagnostic

biomarker for VCID, we established a prospective biologic validation

cohort of 335 subjects across five independent MarkVCID enrolling

sites (Figure 1). Plasma PlGF valuesweremeasuredwithin five analytic

laboratories and the data transferred to a central analytic lab (UCLA)

for quality control analysis. To meet the pre-specified power analysis,

random re-sampling was used to distribute these samples into three

independent cohorts of the approximate pre-specified cohort size, and

the remainder was confined to a holdout cohort for post hoc valida-

tion. The demographics of each cohort are provided in Table 1 and

are well-balanced as predicted by random re-sampling. The distribu-

tion of analytic measurement site within these cohorts was distributed

equally (eFigure 4). Subjects with an unreliable plasma PlGF analytic

measurement (CoV >15%) were excluded from subsequent analysis,

reducing each cohort by an average of 4.4%. The mean time between

plasma sampling and cognitive evaluation was 4.6± 34.6 days.

The primary study hypothesis was that plasma PlGF could function

as a diagnostic biomarker for the detection of cognitive impairment

among those with cerebral small vessel disease as measured by white

matter injury on MRI. To determine the diagnostic value of plasma

PlGF for functional cognitive impairment, we used an age- and sex-

adjusted ordinal logistic regression model with the CDR scale score as

the outcome variable. In two of the three primary cohorts after CoV

correction, unadjusted plasma PlGF (pg/mL) was significantly associ-

ated with functional cognitive impairment as measured by CDR. The

third cohort showed a similar directional effectwith amarginal P-value

(.068). Similarly, in an age- and sex-adjusted ordinal logistic regression

model, plasmaPlGFwas significantly associatedwith Fazekas scores in

two of three independent analytic cohorts (Table 2).

3.3 Secondary outcomes

Several secondary study outcomes associated with the diagnostic

value of plasma PlGF as a VCID biomarker were assessed. Within

the full biologic validation cohort (n = 322), an age- and sex-adjusted

ordinal logistic regression model also demonstrated a significant asso-

ciation of plasma PlGF (pg/mL) with both CDR [OR = 1.22 (1.14-1.32)]

and Fazekas score [OR = 1.16 (1.07-1.25)] (Table 2). To determine the

sensitivity and specificity of plasma PlGF to identify relevant VCID

disease states, we reclassified subjects within the full biologic cohort

into four categories using the ordinal variables associated with our
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6 HINMAN ET AL.

TABLE 2 Ordinal logistic regressionmodels of plasma PlGF as a diagnostic VCID biomarker.

Outcome

variable Cohort 1 (n= 89) Cohort 2 (n= 93) Cohort 3 (n= 96)

Combined cohort

(n= 322)

Primary Beta OR (CI) P Beta OR (CI) P Beta OR (CI) P Beta OR (CI) p

Imaging

outcomea

(Fazekas)

0.095 1.10

(0.93-1.30)

.27 0.249 1.28

(1.06-1.55)

.011 0.217 1.24

(1.05-1.47)

.011 0.147 1.16

(1.07-1.25)

0.0003

Cognitive

outcomea

(CDR)

0.162 1.18

(0.99-1.40)

.068 0.231 1.26

(1.09 - 1.45)

.001 0.463 1.59

(1.31-1.93)

<.0001 0.202 1.22

(1.14-1.32)

<0.0001

Secondary

Imaging

outcomeb

(vWMH)

0.048 1.78e-4 0.057 2.50e-3 0.172 5.93e-5 0.104 5.42e-15

Cognitive

outcomeb

(UDS3-EF)

−0.022 .83 −0.052 .147 −0.049 .108 −0.030 0.070

Abbreviations: CDR, Cognitive Dementia Rating scale; vWMH, volumetric white matter hyperintensity imaging; UDS3-EF, UniformData Set 3.0 – Executive

Function score.
aAge- and sex-adjusted ordinal logistic regressionmodel using unadjusted plasma PlGF values (pg/mL).
bAge- and sex-adjusted linear regressionmodel using unadjusted plasma PlGF values (pg/mL).

primary hypothesis: cognitively normal with low white matter hyper-

intensity (WMH) (CDR = 0, Fazekas < 2, n = 58), cognitively normal

with WMH (CDR = 0, Fazekas ≥ 2, n = 126), mild cognitive impair-

ment with WMH (CDR = 0.5, Fazekas ≥ 2, n = 108), and dementia

with WMH (CDR > 1, Fazekas ≥ 2, n = 10). In this analysis of the

full MarkVCID cohort, plasma PlGF demonstrated increasing diag-

nostic accuracy for all three VCID disease states: WMH only (area

under the curve [AUC] = 0.66 ± 0.04, P = .005), mild cognitive impair-

ment with WMH (AUC = 0.74 ± 0.04, P < .0001), and dementia with

WMH (AUC = 0.89 ± 0.07, P < .0001) (Figure 2).In addition, we

determined the relationship between plasma PlGF and log-adjusted

volumetric white matter hyperintensity (logWMH) within each of

the three primary independent analytic MarkVCID biologic cohorts

as a more quantitative measure of cerebral small vessel disease.24

Using an age- and sex-adjusted linear regression model, logWMH

was significantly associated with plasma PlGF in all three cohorts

(Table 2).

The CDR scale is a well-validated clinical tool for staging the degree

of cognitive impairment. Because the primary cognitive domains influ-

enced by VCID involve executive dysfunction rather than amnestic

predominance,25–28 we utilized the UDS3-EF as a continuous measure

of cognitive function. The UDS3-EF score is a recently validated com-

posite score of executive function that is proposed as an emerging

cognitive endpoint for clinical trials.18 We determined the relation-

ship between plasma PlGF and the UDS3-EF within each of the three

independent analytic MarkVCID biologic cohorts and the full bio-

logic cohort using an age- and sex-adjusted linear regression model.

Within each of the cohorts after CoV correction, plasma PlGF val-

ues were directionally associated with worse cognitive performance

in the UDS3-EF, although these associations were modest and lacked

statistical significance (Table 2).

F IGURE 2 Diagnostic value of plasma PlGF for VCID disease
states. ROC curves for VCID disease states includingWMHonly (blue,
normal cognition with Fazekas ≥2), mild cognitive impairment with
WMH (green, CDR= 0.5 with Fazekas≥2), or dementia withWMH
(purple, CDR= 1with Fazekas≥2).

To further test the diagnostic accuracy of PlGF using these quantita-

tive measures, we reclassified the previously identified VCID disease

states based on tertiles of logWMH and UDS3-EF as follows: nor-

mal (UDS3-EF 1st tertile, logWMH 1st tertile, n = 34), WMH only

(UDS3-EF 1st tertile, logWMH 2nd and 3rd tertiles, n = 63), mild

cognitive impairment with WMH (UDS3-EF 2nd tertile, logWMH 2nd

and 3rd tertiles, n = 66), dementia with WMH (UDS3-EF 3rd tertile,

logWMH 3rd tertile, n = 38), and suspected non-vascular cognitive

impairment (UDS-EF 2nd and 3rd tertiles, logWMH 1st tertile, n= 64)
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HINMAN ET AL. 7

(eFigures 5-6). In this multiple logistic regression analysis, the diag-

nostic accuracy of plasma PlGF was retained or improved for the

definedVCIDdisease states:WMHonlymeasured by volumetric imag-

ing (AUC = 0.73 ± 0.05, P = .002), mild cognitive impairment with

WMH (AUC = 0.78 ± 0.05, P < .0001), and dementia with WMH

(AUC = 0.85 ± 0.05, P < .0001) (eFigure 7). In the suspected non-

vascular CID group, plasma PlGF lacked the diagnostic discriminatory

ability when compared to normal (AUC = 0.61 ± 0.05, P = .08). To

establish its specificity for detecting cognitive impairment associated

with vascular brain injury, we compared the diagnostic potential of

plasma PlGF in detection of mild cognitive impairment and demen-

tia with WMH compared to the non-vascular cognitive impairment

group. In this analysis, plasma PlGF again demonstrated significant

diagnostic discriminatory ability for both mild cognitive impairment

with WMH (AUC = 0.74 ± 0.04, P < .0001) and dementia with WMH

(AUC= 0.84± 0.04, P< .0001) among cognitively impaired individuals

(eFigure 8).

These data demonstrate the diagnostic value of continuous mea-

surement of plasma PlGF across the full sensitivity range of the MSD

V-Plex assay. However, clinical diagnostic biomarkers are often utilized

with a cutoff threshold. Using a plasma PlGF threshold value of 10.1

pg/mL, corresponding to the minimum value in the upper 4th quartile

of the full MarkVCID cohort (eFigure 9), odds ratios for the detection

of CDR > 0 and Fazekas > 2 were 3.32 (1.89-5.82, P < .0001) and 2.45

(1.35-4.42, P= .003), respectively.

4 DISCUSSION

A central challenge in advancing therapeutics for vascular cognitive

impairment is the lack of informative biomarkers associated with

vascular contributions to cognitive impairment or dementia for an

individual. TheMarkVCIDConsortiumwas established to develop reli-

able biomarkers specifically focused on the vascular component of

cerebral pathologies that contribute to dementia. Using a structured

study design and selection process, specific imaging and fluid-based

biomarker kits were selected and subjected to reliability testing and

validation using a multi-site design. In this framework, we identified

plasma PlGF as a unique, single candidate biomarker for VCID and

proposed that it may function both as an accurate cross-sectional diag-

nostic biomarker and using longitudinal outcome data, contribute as

a susceptibility/risk biomarker. Here, employing both an enrollment

and analytic site independent cohort approach, we demonstrate the

diagnostic validity of plasma PlGF in identifying subjects at risk for

VCID due to a high burden of WMH and show that this simple plasma

measure can reliably detect subjects with both white matter brain

injury and/or cognitive impairment. Using routine benchmark mea-

sures including the Fazekas score and CDR scale, we demonstrate

a significant proportional relationship between plasma PlGF values

and both imaging and cognitive outcome scales. Although the primary

study outcome was not achieved in one of three cohorts, site vari-

ation in subject characteristics that were not utilized to stratify the

random re-sampling approach likely limited the ability to show a sig-

nificant relationship in cohort 1. For example, the composite rates of

vascular risk factor burden in cohort 1 are notably below those in

cohorts 2 and 3, potentially limiting the amount of vascular pathol-

ogy in this cohort. Nonetheless, this novel effort to identify a reliable

VCIDdiagnostic biomarkerwas successful particularly in context of the

secondary study outcomes.

The relationship between cross-sectional plasma PlGF values and

cerebral small vessel pathology is strengthened when using the more

advanced imaging technique of volumetric white matter hyperinten-

sity measurement. Compared to the ordinal Fazekas score, volumetric

white matter hyperintensity measures were consistently associated

with plasma PlGF in all three cohorts. When considering clinically rel-

evant VCID disease states that combine the imaging and cognitive

outcomes obtained in the study, we find that plasma PlGFmaintains or

improves its diagnostic accuracy. Plasma PlGFwas adequate at detect-

ing individuals with imaging-only evidence of cerebral small vessel

disease but even better at detecting MCI with a prominent contribu-

tion of cerebral small vessel disease by imaging. This VCID-disease

state relationship was true when utilizing the routine benchmarkmea-

sures (Fazekas, CDR) as well as the advanced measures (volumetric

white matter injury, UDS3-EF). Although the diagnostic accuracy of a

single plasma molecule for a complex disease state like VCID can be

questioned, when combined in context with other measures and addi-

tional emerging fluid and imaging biomarkers specific for VCID, it will

carry significant diagnostic potential.

4.1 Potential role for angiogenesis signaling in
VCID/CSVD

Failure of angiogenic signaling is a core feature of aging,29 a key risk

factor for the development of VCID and cerebral small vessel disease.

In the presence of significant cerebral small vessel disease pathol-

ogy by MRI, collateral cerebral blood flow is compromised,30 further

suggesting that impaired angiogenic signaling is a central contributor

to the pathogenesis of VCID. Multiple other biomarkers have been

suggested for VCID including those reflecting inflammatory cytokine

signaling, prothrombotic cascades, neuro-axonal injury, and circulat-

ing microRNAs.31 Many of these proposed biomarkers associate with

MRI measures of CSVD, including WMH and lacunar infarcts; com-

paratively few find strong cross-sectional associations with cognitive

impairment. Fewer still have been studied in a rigorous study design

as enabled by the structure of the MarkVCID Consortium. Our find-

ing of high PlGF levels in individuals with cognitive impairment and

imaging features of CSVD, suggests that cerebral small vessel disease

is driving an increase in circulating angiogenic factors but a failure of

downstream Flt-1 receptor signaling in cerebral small vessels, as has

been suggested to drive age-related vascular changes. Notably, other

angiogenic markers measured by the immunoassay, including soluble

Flt-1, used in these studies did not show similar independent diagnos-

tic relationships with VCID. Efforts to identify the precise role of PlGF

signaling on the cerebral vasculature may prove this pathway to be of

therapeutic importance.
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4.2 Importance of a plasma biomarker for VCID

Vascular brain injury resulting from cerebral small vessel disease is

commonly diagnosed by imaging, which provides critical contextual

clues to its contribution to VCID. The value of a surrogate diagnos-

tic biomarker is its role in guiding appropriate diagnostic imaging and

in the provision of a quantitative, easily repeatable measure. Fur-

thermore, a plasma diagnostic biomarker for VCID can augment the

interpretation of imaging, particularly when balanced against other

emerging dementia biomarkers. The identification of plasma PlGF as

a VCID biomarker can also function to accelerate therapeutic clin-

ical trials targeting VCID by risk stratification of those individuals

harboring a significant burden of VCID at enrollment. However, such

a biomarker would need to be highly reliable, stable over time, and

not affected by metabolic confounders such as fasting status or renal

insufficiency. Here, we show that plasma PlGF demonstrates these

biomarker characteristics including reliability of measurement across

four independent analytic laboratories, within-subject stability over 3

weeks, and no contribution of fasting to plasmameasurement. Notably,

this cohort lacks reliable measurement of renal function. Chronic kid-

ney dysfunction may modestly increase the circulating level of PlGF,32

although this renal adjustment is not noted to appreciably affect the

association of PlGF with cardiovascular outcomes.33 Although this

is an important limitation of this study, a renally-adjusted measure-

ment of PlGF using theMarkVCID protocol should become the default

approach in future studies targeting VCID.

4.3 Implications for PlGF as a susceptibility and
prognostic biomarker

In this study, we used prospective, cross-sectional MarkVCID data

collected as part of the MarkVCID Plasma Endothelial Signaling Kit

to establish the value of plasma PlGF as a diagnostic biomarker for

VCID. In this context, plasma PlGF values may provide additive data to

the evaluation of patients with cognitive impairment and a suspected

vascular contribution. The strongest diagnostic value is provided in

individuals with plasma PlGF levels above 10 pg/mL, although ordinal

regression models indicate that individuals with plasma PlGF values

lower than10but above3pg/mLalso carry aproportional risk ofmilder

statesofVCID including cognitivelynormal ormildly impaired individu-

alswith extensiveWMH. It is this groupwith intermediate plasmaPlGF

values thatwill determine the true value of this biomarker in predicting

future cognitive decline due to cerebral small vessel disease mech-

anisms. Longitudinal assessment of the predictive value of baseline

plasma angiogenic signaling molecules to identify those with progres-

sive cognitive impairment is the pre-specified hypothesis of the full

MarkVCID Plasma Endothelial Signaling Kit that incorporates not only

PlGF but also other markers of angiogenic signaling. This longitudinal

assessment may allow this new tool to also function as a susceptibility

biomarker to measure the risk of future cognitive decline. Serial cog-

nitive testing and plasma PlGF measurement of MarkVCID subjects is

ongoing.

4.4 Limitations

This cohort study was limited by low enrollment at several sites forc-

ing aggregation of cohorts to achieve the pre-specified n. Random

re-sampling into equal cohorts created an underpowered holdout

cohort that may have reduced the true estimations of diagnostic accu-

racy. Measures of co-morbid Alzheimer’s disease pathology including

plasma amyloid ratios and tau were not performed, potentially lim-

iting the ability of plasma PlGF to distinguish subtypes of VCID

that may also have a significant Alzheimer’s-type neurodegenerative

component.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In individuals at risk for cognitive impairment and dementia, plasma

PlGF may function as a diagnostic biomarker measuring the degree of

vascular injury contributing to baseline cognitive dysfunction.
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